
Being Mary Bennet
by J.C. Peterson
YF Peterson
Determined to reinvent herself,
Marnie opens up to new
experiences, new friends, a very cute
boy, and a rescue pup—finally
learning to embrace who she is.

She Drives Me Crazy
by Kelly Quindlen
YF Quindlen
Getting into a fender-bender with a
rival after an embarrassing loss to
her ex, a talented athlete reluctantly
agrees to a carpool arrangement
before an opportunity for revenge
leads to an unlikely relationship.

Emmett
by L.C. Rosen
YF Rosen
Playing matchmaker for his friends
at Highbury Academy, handsome,
clever, and rich Emmett tries to find
his occasional friend-with-benefits
the perfect match, but instead
learns that gifted as he may be, he
has no idea what he's doing when it
comes to love.

Young Adult Graphic Novel
Twelfth Grade Night
by Molly Booth
YGN Arden
Arriving at Arden High for a fresh
start, Vi helps plan the school's
Twelfth Grade Night dance with a
gorgeous poet-slash-influencer and
unexpectedly finds herself in the
midst of a love triangle.
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With a Little Luck
by Marissa Meyer
YF Meyer
When a mysterious 20-sided die
gives him the gift of good luck, Jude
feels invincible until he loses it,
which forces him to step into the
spotlight to win the true girl of
his dreams.

A British Girl's Guide to
Hurricanes and
Heartbreak
by Laura Taylor Namey
YF Namey
Feeling lost after her mother dies,
Flora heads to Miami where she is
drawn into the orbit of a teen
influencer who shares her love for
photography but finds herself
conflicted by unexpected feelings for
her longtime friend.

The Colliding Worlds of
Mina Lee
by Ellen Oh
YF Oh
Sucked into the world of her own
web comic, teenage artist Mina must
expose a conspiracy involving the
evil corporation she created.

Imposter Syndrome and
Other Confessions of
Alejandra Kim
by Patricia Park
YF Park
When a microaggression at her
wealthy high school thrusts her into
the spotlight, Alejandra must carve
out a place for herself while dealing
with the loss of her father.
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Young Adult Fiction
Arya Khanna's Bollywood
Moment
by Arushi Avachat
YF Avachat
Determined to keep the peace at
home and at school, Arya discovers
life doesn't always work out like her
beloved Bollywood movies until the
person she least expects gives her a
glimpse of her dream sequence.

Dungeons and Drama
by Kristy Boyce
YF Boyce
Musical lover Riley has big
aspirations to become a director on
Broadway, but then she's grounded
and stuck with the worst
punishment: spending her after-
school hours working at her dad's
game shop.

One True Loves
by Elise Bryant
YF Bryant
While on a post-graduation cruise
with her family, Lenore meets a
hopeless romantic with a 10-year
plan who helps her find something
she's been looking for.

Exactly Where You Need
To Be
by Amelia Diane Coombs
YF Coombs
Florie’s OCD and her mother’s
worrying have kept her from a lot of
things. Now that she’s graduated
high school, Florie’s taking a gap
year off before starting college.

Sunny G's Series of Rash
Decisions
by Navdeep Singh Dhillon
YF Dhillon
When Mindi steals his notebook
filled with rash decisions on prom
night, Sunny chases after her and
has an unexpected adventure filled
with reckless and wonderful life-
changing decisions.

My Mechanical Romance
by Alexene Farol Follmuth
YF Follmuth
Bel doesn't want to think about the
future. College apps? You’re funny.
Extracurriculars? Not a chance.
Joining a robotics club filled with
boys who ignore? Please, anything
but that. But when she accidentally
reveals a talent for engineering in
class, she has no choice.

This Will Be Funny
Someday
by Katie Henry
YF Henry
Sixteen-year-old Izzy has stumbled
across her dream of doing stand-up
comedy, but hiding it from family
and friends is causing her many
untruths to quickly unravel.

I Hope This Doesn't Find
You
by Ann Liang
YF Liang
Seemingly perfect Sadie finds her
carefully crafted, conflict-free life
turned upside down when an email
is sent out accidentally.

When You Get the Chance
by Emma Lord
YF Lord
In need of an ally to help her pursue
her dreams of becoming a Broadway
star, Millie Price searches for her
birth mother and finds that her past
somehow keeps bringing her back to
what she's had all along.

So This Is Ever After
by F.T. Lukens
YF Lukens
Arek hadn’t thought much about
what would happen after he
completed the prophecy that said he
was destined to save the Kingdom of
Ere from its evil ruler. So now that
he’s finally managed to behead the
evil king, he is at a bit of a loss for
what to do next.

Fat Chance, Charlie Vega
by Crystal Maldonado
YF Maldonado
As a plus-sized Latina, Charlie
struggles to forge healthy
relationships with her mother, her
popular best friend, and her
new boyfriend.

This Might Get Awkward
by Kara McDowell
YF McDowell
With her crush in a coma, Gemma is
mistaken for his girlfriend and is
pulled into his family's orbit. Is there
a way to keep the warm, boisterous
family in her life when everything is
built on a lie?
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